Spectroscopic Analysis of Protein-Crowded Environments Using the Charge-Transfer Fluorescence Probe 8-Anilino-1-Naphthalenesulfonic Acid.
The molecular behaviors of proteins under crowding conditions are crucial for understanding the protein actions in intracellular environments. Under a crowded environment, the distance between protein molecules is almost the same size as the molecular level, thus, both the excluded volume effect and short ranged soft chemical interaction on protein surface could induce the complicated influence on the protein behavior cooperatively. Recently, various kinds of analytical approaches from macroscopic to microscopic aspects have been made to evaluate the crowding effect. The method, however, has not been established to evaluate the surface specific interactions on protein surface. In this study, the analytical method to evaluate the crowding effect has been suggested by using a charge-transfer fluorescence probe, ANS. By employing the unique property of ANS attaching to charged residues on the surface of lysozyme, the crowding effect was focused, while the case was compared as a reference, in which ANS is confined in hydrophobic pockets of BSA. Consequently, the surface specific changes of fluorescence spectra were readily observed under the crowded environment, whereas the fluorescence spectra of ANS in protein inside did not change. This result suggests the fluorescence spectra of ANS binding to protein surface have the capability to estimate the crowding effect of proteins.